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A. Having the survey data in different format like contour map, Spot levels, Excel sheet or AutoCAD 

drawings. 

Solution -   The first requirement of any Earthwork related project or calculations is the spot levels of            

the site (Reduced level of the site). And the same can be fulfilled by the survey which may generate the 

output in the form of excel sheet (indicating the northing, easting and elevations), contour map or any 

other related format. The AutoCAD civil 3D is accepts all formats to generate the topography of the site 

and once we got the survey data, the software is capable to generate the contour at desire interval as 

shown in diagram-1, calculation of catchment area along with the legend table, finding the slopes 

between two points, generation of Longitudinal-section or cross-section, calculation of earthwork, 

elevation bending in 2D or 3D etc. 

 

Here, one of the biggest advantage of the Auto Cad civil 3D is the compatibility with the Google earth 

where user may zoom to the current site in Google earth and extract the image as well as reduce levels, 

so that he/she will be in position to generate the contour map and calculate the earth work within 

fragments of minutes. However, the accuracy level depends on the Google earth but, as far as 

preliminary survey or checking the feasibility of the project is concern, we may use the Google earth in 

spite of going to the site and wasting precious time as well resources. Also this process is two ways 

process i.e. contour map can be exported to Google earth and shared internally to locate the site. 
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B. Analysis of surface for fixing up the optimum elevation to minimize the earthwork. 

Solution- Once we got the survey data and contour map as well, we need to grade the site (make the surface flat 

and suitable for power plant). For the same purpose we are required to see number of cross section as well as 

longitudinal section. Now when it comes to sectional view generally it takes much more time to draw in 

AutoCAD or any other drafting software. But, AutoCAD civil 3D is capable to draw the hundreds of cross 

sectional view as well as the longitudinal sectional view. In addition these sectional views are not static, the 

moment you move your section line the sectional view gets updated automatically so that we can move the 

section line at different location and have the profile of the ground.  However, we can generate static sectional 

view if we would like to. 

 

 

 

   

                                                                                                                                               

                                                                                                                                                                    

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                                                                                                                

                                                                                                                                                                       

 

 

 

 

 

Associated L-section with the section line 
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C.    Leveling the site and calculating the volume at HINDUJA POWER PROJECT SITE. 

Solution- For Hinduja Power Project, the basic input was provided in the form of AutoCAD drawing containing 

the spot level along with the boundary of the area to be leveled. The provided data was fair enough to get desire 

output; As AutoCAD civil 3D can directly absorb the spot level to generate the surface. After generating the 

surface the boundary of the area was drawn for leveling at different level. Below the given diagrams are showing 

the site condition after leveling at different elevation along with the cut volume, fill volume and Net volume. 

However, I would like to point out the fact that, it took few minutes to generate entire output of the project. 

   

                                                                                           

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                                                                                      

                Hinduja Site before Leveling                                                    Legend showing the elevation                 
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In snap below we can clearly see the Leveled region which is indicated as Green color as the Level for this region 

is given 8m therefore it is showing the green color(refer the table on previous page). However, there is no 

restriction for the number of color and the choice of color, we can give the desire color to particular elevation 

and we can increase number of color as well.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Boundary of leveled Region 

 

The detailed Earthwork Report to level the surface at different level i.e. at 6m, 7m, 8m, and 9m is given below 

Levels Cut Volume Fill Volume Net volume 

At 6m 4484008.98 Cu. M. 3091748.80 Cu. M. Cut: 1392260.19 Cu. M. 

At 7m 3579135.41 Cu. M. 4262025.39 Cu. M. Fill: 682889.97 Cu. M. 

At 8m 2821807.50 Cu. M. 5579847.63 Cu. M. Fill: 2758040.13 Cu. M. 

At 9m 2191888.15 Cu. M. 7025078.44 Cu. M. Fill: 4833190.30 Cu. M. 

 

Here in the table we can find out the optimum and most economical elevation for which we can minimize the 

earthwork. Also, users may try any number of alternatives. 
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D. Calculation of volume for the site Jhajjar where the site is divided in different Blocks with specific elevation 

for each block. 

Solution- As, the site is divided in the different blocks named as BLOCK-1, BLOCK-2A, BLOCK-2B, BLOCK-2C, 

BLOCK-3, BLOCK-4, BLOCK 5A, BLOCK-5B, BLOCK-6 and BLOCK-9 we need to grade the site block wise also  The 

desire level of the blocks are also given. So, all we have to do is give the elevation to each block accordingly and 

then apply the grading. As we can see the figure below which are showing the 3D views of initial site condition 

as well as the blocks 3 & 6 after grading. 

 

 

 

 

 INITIAL SITE CONDITION  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                      

 

                                   BLOCK-3 RL=227.5                                                                                BLOCK-6 RL=224 

Once we finish applying the specific elevation to the blocks we can have the detailed report of earthwork 

showing the cut volume, fill volume as well as net volume. Also that is up to user that weather he/she wants to 

grade the surface one by one or in one instance. Please refer the table below showing the result of the project 

along with the block plan. 
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PARTICULAR CUT VOLUME FILL VOLUME NET VOLUME CUMULATIVE VOLUME 

BLOCK-1 FOR  

RL=225M 

30996.07 Cu. M. 260786.25 Cu. M. Fill: 229790.18 Cu. 

M. 

Fill: 229790.18 Cu. M. 

BLOCK-2A FOR  

RL=224M 

33720.54 Cu. M. 197348.89 Cu. M. Fill: 163628.35 Cu. 

M. 

Fill: 393418.53 Cu. M. 

BLOCK-2B FOR  

RL= 225M 

791.81 Cu. M. 184471.94 Cu. M. Fill: 183680.13 Cu. 

M. 

Fill: 577098.66 Cu. M. 

BLOCK-2C FOR    

RL =225M 

3881.50 Cu. M. 223589.36 Cu. M. Fill: 219707.86 Cu. 

M. 

Fill: 796806.52 Cu. M. 

BLOCK-3 FOR   

RL=227.5M 

103430.89 Cu. M. 356018.29 Cu. M. Fill: 252587.40 Cu. 

M. 

Fill: 1049393.92 Cu. M. 

BLOCK -4 FOR   

RL=225M 

140246.44 Cu. M. 2140033.26 Cu. M. Fill: 1999786.81 Cu. 

M. 

Fill: 3049180.73 Cu. M. 

BLOCK -5A FOR   

RL=223M 

67997.92 Cu. M. 1011494.71 Cu. M. Fill: 943496.78 Cu. 

M. 

Fill: 3992677.51 Cu. M. 

BLOCK -5B FOR   

RL=224M 

635.49 Cu. M. 502138.68 Cu. M. Fill: 501503.18 Cu. 

M. 

Fill: 4494180.69 Cu. M. 

BLOCK-6 FOR   

RL=224M 

3.59 Cu. M.   255849.80 Cu. M. Fill: 255846.22 Cu. 

M. 

Fill: 4750026.91 Cu. M. 

BLOCK-9 FOR  

RL=223M 

43595.45 Cu. M. 195186.04 Cu. M. Fill: 151590.59 Cu. 

M. 

Fill: 4901617.50 Cu. M. 
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E.  Preliminary survey at the site NABI -NAGAR with the help of Google earth along with the contour map with 

all respective details. 

Solution- the AutoCAD civil 3d is compatible with Google earth and that is very useful when we got new site or 

anywhere we are required to do preliminary survey. The process is quite simple, all we have to do is zoom the 

site in Google earth and extract the image as well as spot levels from the Google earth. Once software imports 

the desire levels from Google we will be in position to generate contour map, cross section with many analysis 

and calculation as I have tried to explain in previous exercise. As NTPC got the site at NABINAGAR we have 

generated the contour map from Google earth for the same region which is attached in this report.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                                                                                  CONTOUR MAP FOR NABINAGAR 

                                                                                                         


